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Realization of Quantum Maxwell’s Demon with Solid-State Spins ∗
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We report experimental realization of a quantum version of Maxwell’s demon using solid state spins where the
information acquiring and feedback operations by the demon are achieved through conditional quantum gates.
A unique feature of this implementation is that the demon can start in a quantum superposition state or in an
entangled state with an ancilla observer. Through quantum state tomography, we measure the entropy in the
system, demon, and the ancilla, showing the influence of coherence and entanglement on the result. A quantum
implementation of Maxwell’s demon adds more controllability to this paradoxical thermal machine and may find
applications in quantum thermodynamics involving microscopic systems.
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Maxwell’s Demon is a gedanken experiment in-
troduced a century ago by Maxwell that has
a seeming contradiction with the second law of
thermodynamics.[1,2] Suppose a box full of gas par-
ticles is separated into left and right sides and con-
nected through a small gate controlled by a micro-
scopic being called the demon. When a gas particle
comes towards the gate, the demon only opens the
gate when it observes that the particle is from the
left. Due to this selective opening of the gate, even-
tually all the gas particles move to the right side, and
the system entropy thus decreases which seemingly
contradicts with the second law of thermodynamics.
After decades of controversies in the interpretation,
this paradox is finally resolved by the observation that
the demon has to acquire information about the gas
particle for each gate operation.[1−5] Erasing of this
information transfers a finite amount of work to heat
(Landauer’s principle) and thus the demon’s own en-
tropy increases which is always no less than the en-
tropy decrease in the system.[1−8]

The essence of Maxwell’s demon experiment is the
information acquired by the demon and the feedback
to the system depending on this information. This
thought experiment has been implemented in sev-
eral physical systems, where the entropy decrease and
the transferring of heat to work in the system has
been observed.[9−18] The demon’s operations could
also be implemented by quantum gates using micro-
scopic qubits.[6−8] A quantum implementation allows
the investigation of the role of quantum coherence
and entanglement in the microscopic limit of ther-
mal machines, a topic that raised significant interest
in the rising field of quantum thermodynamics.[19−22]

In particular, entanglement could be interpreted as
a resource of negative entropy for some thermody-
namic process.[21] Very recently, Maxwell’s demon has
been demonstrated using the nuclear magnetic reso-
nance and the superconducting cavity systems based
on quantum gate operations.[23,24] In those experi-
ments, the demon still starts in a classical state and

the role of entanglement has not been investigated yet.
In this Letter, we report an experimental realiza-

tion of quantum Maxwell’s demon based on control
of solid-state spins which demonstrates the important
role of memory consumption and entanglement in the
functionality of a quantum demon. A key observation
to the resolution of Maxwell’s demon paradox is that
the operation by the demon consumes its memory and
without a memory reset it will not be able to continu-
ously reduce the system entropy. To demonstrate this
key point, we use electronic spin states to represent the
demon’s memory and experimentally observe that the
same demon’s operation successively on two nearby
nuclear spins reduces the entropy of the first system
but fails to do so for the second one. Then, we pre-
pare the demon in a quantum superposition state and
demonstrate that the entropy decrease in the system
depends on the observation basis. Finally, to demon-
strate the important role of entanglement, we entangle
the demon at the beginning with an ancilla represent-
ing an insider observer. For an outside observer with-
out access to the ancilla’s information, the demon’s
operation fails to reduce the system entropy. How-
ever, for an inside observer with help from the ancilla,
we show that the entropy for both the system and
the demon can decrease while the ancilla’s entropy
remains the same. This contradiction with the inter-
pretation of the classical demon therefore experimen-
tally confirms that the entanglement can serve as a re-
source of negative entropy for the quantum Maxwell’s
demon.[21]

To implement quantum Maxwell’s demon, we use
electronic spin and nuclear spins in a nitrogen vacancy
(NV) center of a room-temperature diamond sample
to carry the states of the system and the demon.
The spins in diamond NV centers provide a promising
solid-state system for realization of quantum informa-
tion processing and nanoscale sensing, which has at-
tracted a lot of interests in recent years.[25−34] The
ground state of the NV center has electronic spin
𝑆 = 1, which interacts with the dopant 14N with nu-
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clear spin 𝐼 = 1 and the nearby 13C isotopes with
nuclear spin 𝐼 = 1/2 in the host diamond through
hyperfine coupling, forming a small quantum spin
register.[25,26] As shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), in our
experiment we use the |0⟩ and | − 1⟩ states of the NV
electronic spin to represent the demon’s status for gate
closing and opening, respectively. In the first experi-
ment, we use the states of | ↑⟩ and | ↓⟩ of a 13C nuclear
spin with the hyperfine splitting of 6.5 MHz to repre-
sent the location of the first particle (particle A) on
the left or right side of the box. To test successive op-
eration of the demon, we introduce the second particle
(particle B), whose location is represented by the |0⟩
and |1⟩ states of the 14N nuclear spin with the energy
splitting about 2.8 MHz. The relevant level structure
of the electronic and the nuclear spins in the NV cen-
ter is Fig. 1(c), and the transitions between these levels
can be manipulated through application of microwave
or radio frequency (RF) pulses at the corresponding
frequencies.
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Fig. 1. Implementation of quantum Maxwell’s demon
with solid state spins. (a) Illustration of Maxwell’s demon
paradox. A box with gas particles is separated into two
sides. A demon at the middle detects which side the parti-
cle comes from (information acquiring) and only opens the
gate if the particle is from the left side (feedback). Even-
tually all the particles move to the right side and the sys-
tem entropy decreases which seemingly contradicts with
the second law of thermodynamics. (b) Implementation
of Maxwell’s demon with three solid-state quantum spins.
The demon’s memory is represented by the electronic spin
state, which controls opening or closing of the gate. Two
particles A and B are represented by nuclear spins 13C
and 14N, where the left or right sides of the particles are
encoded with two orthogonal spin states. The informa-
tion acquiring and feedback operations by the demon are
implemented through conditional quantum gates. (c) The
hyperfine level structure of the electronic and the nuclear
spins. The hyperfine interactions and the applied external
magnetic field split all the energy levels and differentiate
their transition frequencies. Based on the frequency selec-
tion, the applied microwave or RF fields selectively drive a
certain set of transitions and make the conditional quan-
tum gates.

The operation of Maxwell’s demon has two compo-
nents. The first component is information acquiring
which changes the demon’s memory state depending
on the side of incoming particle and in our case is real-
ized through the quantum controlled-NOT gate CC–
NOTE or CN–NOTE, where the electronic spin state
representing the demon’s memory flips conditional on

the control particle (13C or 14N nuclear spin). The
second component is a feedback operation where the
demon opens the gate conditional on its memory in the
|1⟩ state and the incoming particle changes its side in
the box. In our case, this feedback operation is real-
ized through the conditional quantum gate CE-NOTC

or CE–NOTN for the first and the second particles,
respectively. The quantum circuit that implements
Maxwell’s demon operations is shown in Fig. 2(a).
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Fig. 2. Maxwell’s demon under successive operations. (a)
The quantum circuit represents the demon’s operations
successively on the first (A) and the second (B) particles.
Each demon’s operation consists of two controlled-NOT
quantum gates for information acquiring and feedback.
We detect the state of the demon, particle A, and par-
ticle B at the beginning and after the first (step 1) and
the second (step 2) demon’s operation. (b) Experimental
sequence of laser, microwave, and RF pulses for implemen-
tation of the successive demon’s operations on particles A
and B. Each conditional gate on the electronic spin is im-
plemented by two microwave pulses on the corresponding
transitions. The conditional gates on the nuclear spins are
realized through RF pulses. The detections at the begin-
ning, step 1, and step 2, are carried out by quantum state
tomography, which consists of several microwave and RF
pulses to rotate the measurement bases followed by the
optical readout of the electronic spin state (see Supple-
mentary Material B). (c) The measured state fidelity of
the demon and particles A and B at the beginning and
after step 1 and step 2 compared with the ideal states at
the corresponding stages. (d) The entropy of the system
and particles A and B measured through quantum state
tomography at the three corresponding stages. The error
bars in all the figures denote the confidence interval with
probability of 68%, which corresponds to one standard de-
viation if the underlying distribution is Gaussian.

For Maxwell’s demon experiment, the system
starts in a mixed state where the particles have equal
probabilities to be on the left or right side of the box
while the demon’s memory is in a pure state so that
it can track the particle’s information. In our ex-
periment, we apply a weak external magnetic field
of 38Gauss to split the energy levels |1⟩ and | − 1⟩
of the electronic spin, and the field is small enough
so that the nuclear spins remain in the completely
mixed states when we polarize the electronic spin to
the |0⟩ state through optical pumping. The CNOT
gates for the demon’s information acquiring operation
are implemented through two microwave pulses and
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for the demon’s feedback operation are implemented
through an RF pulse. For instance, with the level
structure shown in Fig. 1(c), application of 𝜋-pulses
with MW3 and MW4 (MW2 and MW4) can realize
the CC–NOTE (CN–NOTE) gate, and application of
𝜋-pulses with RF1 (RF2) can realize the CE–NOTC

(CE–NOTN) gate. The typical experimental sequence
is shown in Fig. 2(b).

The essence of Maxwell’s demon is to reduce the
entropy of the system at the cost of entropy increase
of its own memory. To characterize the entropy flow
for the system and the demon, we directly measure
the entropy of the system and the demon through
quantum state tomography before and after the de-
mon’s operation on the first and the second particles.
Quantum state tomography is implemented with a set
of microwave and RF pulses that rotate the detec-
tion basis and then optical read-out of the electronic
spin state by detection of fluorescence (see Supple-
mentary Material B). For outcome states 𝑖 measured
to occur with probability 𝑝𝑖, the entropy is defined
as 𝑆 = −∑︀

𝑖 𝑝𝑖 log2 𝑝𝑖, where the base is taken to
be 2 for convenience. For comparison between the
experimental state (constructed as a density matrix
𝜌e) and the outcome state 𝜌id in the ideal case, we
also measure the state fidelity 𝐹 , which is defined as
𝐹 = [tr(

√︀√
𝜌id𝜌e

√
𝜌id)]

2.
The measurement results for the state fidelity 𝐹

and the entropy 𝑆 are shown in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d).
Before the demon’s operation, both particles (nuclear
spins) are in the maximally mixed states with entropy
𝑆 = 1. The demon (electronic spin) is in a pure state
with a high fidelity (our calibration of the fluores-
cence levels for detection has subtracted the initial-
ization imperfection by the green laser, see Supple-
mentary Material B), but its entropy is measured to
be 0.10+0.10

−0.09 as the value of 𝑆 is extremely sensitive
to small imperfection near a pure state by its defini-
tion. In the supplementary materials, we provide an
analysis of noise and plot the entropy as a function
of the system noise and the purity of quantum state.
From the plot, one can immediately see the sensitivity
of entropy under small drop of the purity of quantum
state. After the demon’s operation on the first parti-
cle, the system (particles A and B) entropy decreases
as expected while the entropy for the demon’s mem-
ory increases. Due to the sensitivity of 𝑆 to small
imperfection, the measured value of 𝑆 for particle A
is 0.36+0.04

−0.05 although it has a high fidelity of 95.5+0.8
−0.8%

to a pure state, where the numbers in the superscript
and the subscript denote a confidence interval with
probability of 68%. We then continue to apply the
demon’s operation on the second particle. As the de-
mon has run out of its memory (which is only 1 bit in
this experiment), the successive operation of the de-
mon on the second particle does not cause any entropy
decrease for the system as one can see from the mea-
surement result in Fig. 2(d). This confirms that the
consumption of information storage capacity in the
demon’s memory is essential for its operation, a key
concept for the resolution of Maxwell’s demon paradox
with the second law of thermodynamics.

From the above data, one can see that the entropy

decrease in the system is always bounded by the in-
formation acquired by the demon during the readout
step, a key observation in interpretation of Maxwell’s
demon experiment. For instance, for the demon’s in-
teraction with particle A, the entropy decrease in the
system is 0.58. while the information acquired by the
demon is given by 0.81. For the demon’s interaction
with particle B, although the operations are the same,
as the demon runs out of its memory, the information
acquired by the demon is diminishing. So this limits
the entropy decrease of the particle B by the demon’s
operation, measured to be 0 within the experimental
uncertainty from Fig. 2.
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Fig. 3. Maxwell’s demon in a quantum superposition
state. (a) The experimental sequence of laser, microwave,
and RF pulses. The first microwave pulse 𝑅𝑋

𝜋/2
induces a

𝜋/2 rotation along the 𝑋 spin-axis and prepares the de-
mon in an equal superposition state. The demon’s opera-
tion between the electronic spin and the 13C nuclear spin
is achieved through the same conditional quantum gates,
with the only difference of addition of two dynamical de-
coupling 𝜋-pulses to remove the dephasing noise of the
electronic spin during the slow RF pulse on the nuclear
spin. We detect the output state in both the diagonal
(computational) and off-diagonal bases. For detection in
the off-diagonal basis, we fist apply a conditional gate (a
microwave pulse 𝐶C–𝑅𝑌

𝜋 ) to disentangle the electronic and
the nuclear spins as the demon’s operation entangles them
when the demon starts in a superposition state. (b) The
measured state fidelity and entropy at the beginning and
after the demon’s operation. The final state is detected in
both the diagonal and the off-diagonal bases. The fidelity
denotes the comparison between the experimental states
and the ideal states at the corresponding stages.

In our experiment, the measurements are focused
on detection of the entropy flow for two reasons: First,
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the entropy plays a critical role for interpretation of
Maxwell’s demon paradox and its resolution with the
second law of thermodynamics. Second, in our sys-
tem it is more convenient to measure the entropy flow,
which is complementary to the demonstration of clas-
sical Maxwell’s demon in other systems where it is
typically easier to measure the energy extraction in-
stead of the entropy flow.[9−13] Although we cannot
directly measure the work extraction in this experi-
mental system, the entropy decrease is closely related

to the amount of work that can be extracted from
the system as discussed in Ref. [6]. In principle, the
work could be extracted through stimulated emission
by shining a microwave pulse resonant to this spin
although in practice it is hard to realize that experi-
mentally on a single spin. The measured entropy de-
crease provides an upper bound on the amount of work
that could be extracted from the system through Lan-
dauer’s principle.[2−7]
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Fig. 4. Maxwell’s demon in an entangled state with an ancilla. (a) The experimental Pulse sequence for initial
entangled state preparation, the demon’s operation, and final state detection under different scenarios. The first
part prepares a maximally entangled state (|0, 0⟩ − | − 1, 1⟩)/

√
2 between the demon (the electronic spin) and the

ancilla (the 14N nuclear spin). The demon’s operation is the same as those in Fig. 3, with the difference that now the
microwave pulse becomes slow as one needs to resolve the level splitting of the 14N nuclear spin and the electronic
spin coherence during the slow microwave pulse is protected by dynamical decoupling as well. For the final state
detection, an outside observer detects directly the demon (the electronic spin) and the system (the 13C nuclear
spin), while an inside observer, with access to the ancilla’s information, applies two coherence-protected conditional
quantum gates between the electronic spin and the 14N nuclear spin before quantum state tomography on the
system and the demon, and obtains results inaccessible to the outside observer and incompatible with interpretation
of classical Maxwell’s demons. The system and the demon are disentangled by a microwave pulse (corresponding
to a 𝐶𝐶–NOT𝐸 gate) in quantum state tomography. (b) Real and imaginary parts of the reconstructed density
matrix elements for the initial entangled state between the demon and the ancilla. (c) The measured state fidelity
and entropy at the beginning and after the demon’s operation. The results for the final state are shown for both
the outside and the inside observers with and without access to the ancilla’s information, respectively. The notation
“Demon+Ancilla" corresponds to a detection of the joint state and the von Neumann entropy for this composite
system, while the others correspond to detection of each individual system.
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We prepare Maxwell’s demon (the electronic spin
in our case) initially in a quantum superposition state
(|0⟩ + |1⟩)/

√
2 and test influence of quantum coher-

ence to the demon’s operation. For this experiment,
we use the 13C nuclear spin as our system particle,
which initially needs to be in a mixed state. How-
ever, it is better to polarize the 14N nuclear spin oth-
erwise it works as a decoherence source for the elec-
tronic spin when the latter is in a superposition state.
We therefore tune the external magnetic field to a
value of 340 Gauss, and under this value of magnetic
filed, the 14N nuclear spin has a strong enough spin-
exchange interaction with the electronic spin in the
excited state so that it gets polarized by the optical
pumping, while the 13C nuclear spin only undergoes
a weak spin-exchange interaction and remains to be
mixed. The demon’s operation is achieved by the same
set of quantum gates. The only difference is that we
need to apply dynamical decoupling pulses, which in-
duce a fast 𝜋 rotation along the 𝑋 or 𝑌 spin axis, to
the electronic spin before and after the long RF pulse
for the CE–NOTC gate to remove the coupling of the
electronic spin to the spin bath and keep its coherence.
The experimental pulse sequence is shown in Fig. 3(a).
After the demon’s operation, if we measure the system
in the classical basis (the computational basis | ↑⟩ and
| ↓⟩), the system entropy does not show any decrease.
This can be easily understood as a demon in an equal
quantum superposition of classical states is just like
a maximally mixed state looking from a measurement
in the classical basis. However, if we measure the sys-
tem in the superposition basis, the system entropy
does decrease. The state fidelity and the measured
entropy under different bases are shown in Figs. 3(b)
and 3(c). So, when the demon hides its information
storage capacity in the quantum superposition state,
maintaining coherence is important for functioning of
the quantum demon.

Next, we discuss Maxwell’s demon in an entangled
state with an ancilla. Entanglement represents the
key feature of a quantum system, and it provides new
possibilities for a quantum Maxwell’s demon. When
we prepare the demon in a maximally quantum en-
tangled state with an ancilla, to an outside observer
who has no access to information in the ancilla, the
demon appears to be in a maximally mixed state and
thus it has no information storage capacity to reduce
the system entropy by the demon’s operation. How-
ever, an inside observer who has access to the ancilla
can make use of this entanglement and find that the
entropy in both the system and the demon can de-
crease with feedback from the ancilla. This provides
a nice demonstration that entanglement can serve as
a source of negative entropy for a quantum thermal
machine.[21]

To demonstrate Maxwell’s demon starting from an
entangled state, we still tune the external magnetic
field to 340Gauss and polarize both the electronic
spin (the demon) and the 14N nuclear spin (the an-
cilla) by the optical pumping, which leaves the 13C
nuclear spin (the system) in an almost maximally
mixed state. Then, we can apply the microwave and
RF pulses as shown in Fig. 4(a) to prepare the de-

mon and the ancilla in a maximally entangled state
|ΦDA⟩ = (|0, 0⟩ − | − 1, 1⟩)/

√
2. The RF pulse for the

gate CE–NOTN is long, so the electronic spin coher-
ence needs to be protected by the dynamical decou-
pling pulses. Furthermore, this RF pulse also induces
a phase shift for the electronic spin by off-resonant
coupling, which is calibrated and compensated for by
the phase of subsequent microwave pulses applied on
the electronic spin. After the state preparation, we
have measured the entanglement between the demon
and the ancilla, with the result shown in Fig. 4(b).
From the reconstructed density matrix 𝜌DA of the de-
mon and the ancilla from quantum state tomogra-
phy, we find that the entanglement fidelity, defined
as 𝐹e = ⟨ΦDA| 𝜌DA|ΦDA⟩, is 91.0+1.3

−1.5% for this initial
state, which confirms entanglement.

The demon’s operation is achieved by the same
set of gates as shown in Fig. 4(a). The coherence of
the electronic spin during the conditional gate CC–
NOTE needs to be protected by the dynamical de-
coupling pulses, whose spin rotation axis is chosen to
be the same as that of the microwave pulses for the
CC–NOTE gate, therefore the dynamical decoupling
commutes with and does not affect the gate opera-
tion. After the demon’s operation, we immediately
perform measurements on the system and demon, em-
ulating the measurement capability of an outside ob-
server who does not have access to the ancilla. In this
case, with the result shown in Fig. 4(c), we find that
the entropy of both the system and the demon are at
the maximum level and do not show any decrease by
the demon’s operation. This is expected as without
access to the ancilla, the demon’s entanglement in-
formation cannot be retrieved and it has no memory
capacity to reduce the system entropy.

We then emulate the capability of an inside ob-
server and perform the feedback operation between
the demon and the ancilla shown in Fig. 4(a). Same
as the demon operation, this is carried out by apply-
ing the gates CE–NOTN and CN–NOTE (with coher-
ence protected by the dynamical coupling). After the
gates, we perform quantum state tomography on the
system and the demon (they are disentangled by a
gate CC–NOTE), and the resultant entropy is shown
in Fig. 4(c). For this inside observer, the entropies for
the system and for the demon both decrease. In the
ideal case, the entropy should decrease to zero, how-
ever, in experiments because of sensitivity of the value
of entropy to imperfections near a pure state, we find
the entropy only decreases a bit although the fidelity
to a pure state is given by 85.0+1.6

−1.8% and 75.3+2.5
−2.6%

for the demon and the system, respectively. As the
ancilla’s entropy remains almost the same before and
after the demon’s operation, if we add up the total en-
tropy of the system, the demon, and the ancilla, they
decrease by the demon’s operation. This is impossible
for a classical demon, however, in the quantum case,
with feedback from the ancilla, we use one bit of en-
tanglement, which can convert to two bits of negative
entropy,[21] and therefore it is possible to reduce the
entropy for both the system and the demon. When
there is entanglement, we need to count entropy by
a collective measurement on the demon and the an-
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cilla in an entangled basis instead of adding up their
individual entropies, and as shown in Fig. 4, the total
entropy counted in this way then increases and there
is no inconsistency with the second law of thermody-
namics by taking into account of the contribution of
entanglement.

We have implemented Maxwell’s demon experi-
ment using a quantum system with three solid-state
spins in a diamond sample. Our experiment demon-
strates for the first time the role of quantum entan-
glement in Maxwell’s demon. We have prepared the
demon in a quantum entangled state with an an-
cilla and demonstrated that the entanglement pro-
vides a resource of negative entropy for the system and
the demon if the observer has access to the ancilla’s
information.[21] Through successive application of the
demon’s operation on system particles, we have also
demonstrated that the memory capacity of Maxwell’s
demon is critical for its functioning, an observation
important for the resolution of this paradox with the
second law of thermodynamics.[2−6]

A quantum implementation of Maxwell’s demon,
in particular with access to the entangled states, deep-
ens our understanding of the interplay between ther-
modynamics and quantum entanglement and sheds
new light on the profound connection between the
fundamental principles of thermodynamics and quan-
tum information theory.[6−8,19−22] The quantum con-
trol techniques in Maxwell’s demon experiment may
also find applications in implementation of other
quantum thermal machines involving microscopic
systems.[19−22]
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Supplemental Materials: Realization of Quantum Maxwell’s Demon with
Solid-State Spins

W.-B. Wang(�UQ)1, X.-Y. Chang(~D=)1, F. Wang(��)1, P.-Y. Hou(û��)1, Y.-Y. Huang(�		)1,
W.-G. Zhang(Ü©j)1, X.-L. Ouyang(î�¡9)1, X.-Z. Huang(���)1, Z.-Y. Zhang(Ü��)2,

H.-Y. Wang(�°ý)1, L. He(Ûw)1, L.-M. Duan(ã´²)1,2∗∗

1Center for Quantum Information, IIIS, Tsinghua University, Beijing 100084
2Department of Physics, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109, USA

A: Experimental Setup
We use a home-built confocal microscopy with an

oil immersed objective lens to address and detect sin-
gle nitrogen vacancy (NV) centers in a single-crystal
diamond sample, which is mounted on a doughnut
shape, three-axis, closed-loop piezoelectric actuator
with sub-micron resolution. A 532 nm diode laser,
controlled by an acoustic optical modulator (AOM), is
used for spin state initialization and detection. Fluo-
rescence photons (wavelength ranging from 637 nm to
850 nm) are collected into a single-mode fibre and de-
tected by a single photon counting module (SPCM).
To deliver the microwave signal to the NV center, we
use a gold coplanar waveguide (CPW), which has a
small Ω-shape structure (of 60µm length) near the
NV to enhance the coupling. To deliver the RF sig-
nals to the NV center, we set a gold coil above the
sample. The coil has 0.5 cm diameter and 50 turns,
with 20µm gaps between the gold lines.

We scan the sample and find a single NV center
coupled with a proximal 13C nuclear spin of 6.5MHz
hyperfine coupling strength for our experiment. The
external magnetic field is applied through a permanent
magnet, which is tuned to 38G along the NV axis for
the first experiment and to 340G for the second and
third experiments. We use an arbitrary-waveform gen-
erator (AWG, Tektronix with 1GHz sampling rate) to
control the time sequence of our experiment. The dig-
ital markers of the AWG are used to control the pulse
sequence with a timing resolution of 1 ns. The RF sig-
nals for control of nuclear spins and the digital signals
for switch of the photon counters and the home-built
field programmable gate array (FPGA) circuit are di-
rectly generated from the AWG. The microwave sig-
nals from a generator (MXG Analog Signal Generater,
Keysight with frequency 9 kHz–6GHz) are mixed with
the control signals from the AWG via IQ mixers. All
the microwave and RF signals are amplified by inde-
pendent amplifiers.

For each experimental cycle, we collect signal pho-
tons for 200 ns right after the detection laser rises and
reaches the full intensity, and for another 200 ns for
reference 2µs later. We repeat the experimental cy-
cle at least 4 × 106 times, resulting in a total pho-
ton count over 5 × 104. The error bars of our data
describe the statistical error which comes from the
photon counting. To calculate the error bar for each
experimental quantity, we use Monte Carlo sampling
by assuming a Poissonian distribution for the photon
counts and propagate the statistical distribution from

the measured data to the calculated quantity through
exact numerical simulation. This simulation based on
Monte Carlo sampling gives the statistical distribution
for the target quantity, from which we can easily cal-
culate the confidence intervals. The error bars in the
paper denote an confidence interval with probability
of 68.3%, which corresponds to one standard devia-
tion if the underlying distribution is Gaussian.

B: Experimental Calibration and Quantum
State Tomography

The fluorescence levels of electronic spin |0〉 and
|−1〉 states, as well as the contrast between them, vary
slightly for different experimental cycles due to tem-
perature variation or change of the laser power. To
cancel out the influence of this variation, before each
measurement sequence we calibrate the fluorescence
levels of the electronic spins in |0〉 and |−1〉 states
and use this as the standard to normalize our ex-
perimental data in the measurement sequence. For
this calibration, we have neglected the imperfection
of microwave π-pulse to flip between the electronic
spin |0〉 and |−1〉 states. By this calibration, we have
subtracted the state initialization and detection er-
rors in the computational basis. The state infidelities
reported in the paper comes from the accumulated
errors of a sequence of quantum gates used for the de-
mon operations and quantum entanglement as well as
the decoherence contribution during this sequence of
quantum gates.

We use quantum state tomography to measure the
density matrix of the final state. The electronic spin
state is directly measured by its corresponding fluo-
rescence levels together with microwave pulses to ro-
tate the measurement basis. The nuclear spin states
for 13C or 14N are first mapped to the electronic spin
states with a microwave pulse at the appropriate fre-
quency for measurement of their fluorescence levels,
with the calibration procedure same as those described
in the method section of Ref. [33]. For the 14N nuclear
spin, we only use its |0〉 and |1〉 states to represent the
qubit, and its population in the |−1〉 level, when ex-
ists, only contributes to the background contrast in
calibration of the fluorescence. The rotation of the
nuclear spin measurement basis is achieved through a
RF pulse at the corresponding frequency.

C: State Transformation in the Third Experi-
ment

Here, we work out the step-by-step state transfor-

∗∗Corresponding author. Email: lmduan@umich.edu
© 2018 Chinese Physical Society and IOP Publishing Ltd
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mation for the third experiment where the demon (the
electronic spin) starts in an entangled state of the form

|Ψ0〉EN = (|0〉E|0〉N −|−1〉E|1〉N)/
√

2 with the ancilla
(the nitrogen nuclear spin). Note that the reduced ini-
tial state of the demon is given by a fully mixed 2 × 2
identity matrix IE. The system (the C13 nuclear spin)
is initially prepared in a full mixed state described
by the identity matrix IC (this C13 nuclear spin will
not be polarized by optical pumping under the 340G
magnetic field as verified in the experiment). Af-
ter the demon’s operation CE–NOTCCC–NOTE, the
state transforms to ρECN = (|Φ1〉 〈Φ1| + |Φ2〉 〈Φ2|)/2,

where |Φ1〉 = (|0〉E| ↑〉C|0〉N + i| − 1〉E| ↓〉C|1〉N) /
√

2

and |Φ2〉 = (|0〉E| ↓〉C|1〉N + i| − 1〉E| ↑〉C|0〉N) /
√

2.
For an outside observer who does not have access
to the information of the ancilla, the system and de-
mon’s state is described by the reduced density ma-
trix IC ⊗ IE. This is a completely mixed state and
the entropy in either the system or the demon does
not show any decrease, as confirmed by the experi-
mental observation. However, for an inside observer
who has access to the ancilla, the observer can ap-
ply joint operations CN–NOTECE–NOTN on the an-
cilla and the demon, which transforms the state to
the form

[
(|0〉E| ↑〉C+|1〉E| ↓〉C)/

√
2
]

⊗ IN. The re-
duced state for the system and the demon becomes
(|0〉E| ↑〉C + |1〉E| ↓〉C)/

√
2. After another disentan-

gling operation CC–NOTE, both the system and the
demon are in the pure state |−1〉E ⊗(| ↑〉+ | ↓〉)C/

√
2,

and the entropy for either of them decreases by one
bit in the ideal case. If we compare this case with
the measurement by an outside observer (or with the
initial state), we see that the entanglement with the
ancilla effectively contributes two bits of negative en-
tropies to the system and the demon with the ancilla
assisted operations, reducing the entropy of each of
them by one bit. This is similar in spirit to the scheme
in Ref. [21]. For the experimental case, due to the
sensitivity of entropy to imperfection near pure states
and the sensitivity of entanglement to noise during a
series of quantum operations, we observed an entropy
decrease about 0.12 bit and 0.14 bit for the system and
the demon, respectively. In the supplementary infor-
mation, we take into account the contribution of dom-
inant noise during the experiment, and the theoretical
estimation agrees semi-quantitatively with the exper-
imental observation. The observed entropy decrease,
although significantly less than the amount predicted
for the ideal case, still confirms the contribution of en-
tanglement as a resource of negative entropy, as oth-
erwise the total entropy for the system and the demon
can only be increasing due to the second law of ther-
modynamics, in particular with the noise contribution
during the experiment.

D: Analysis of Experimental Noise and Its In-
fluence

First, we show that the entropy is significantly
more sensitive to the purity of a quantum state un-
der small noise compared with the state fidelity. Our
experiment concerns about the entropy of a qubit sys-
tem, and the purity of quantum state of a qubit can

be quantified by the length of the Bloch vector for the
state. The qubit sate can always be represented by a
Bloch sphere and the Bloch vector length L, defined
as L = |2p − 1|, where p and 1 − p are the two eigen-
values of the density matrix of a single-qubit state.
Apparently pure states have p = 1 and L = 1. The
relation between the Bloch vector length L and the
von Neumann entropy S (or the Shannon entropy in
the diagonal basis) is given by

S =(−p log2 p − (1 − p) log2(1 − p))

= 1 − 1

2
[(1 + L) log2(1 + L) + (1 − L) log2(1 − L)].

(1)

This relation is shown in the supplementary Fig. 1(a).
First, the curve is monotonically decreasing, so the
entropy always increases when the purity decreases as
one expects. Second, the entropy sharply rises when
the purity reduces from the maximum value 1 (as one
deviates from the pure state) by the nonlinear depen-
dence. For instance, a 10% drop in L corresponds
to an increase of the entropy to 30% of its maximum
value already. This is different from the state fidelity
F , which is linearly dependent on the deviation 1 − L
(F ' p = 1 − (1 − L) /2). This explains why the en-
tropy is significantly more sensitive to noise compared
with the state fidelity.

Our third experiment has the largest contribution
from noise as we start from an entangled state which is
more sensitive to noise including dephasing and the ex-
perimental sequence of operations is also significantly
longer compared with the first two experiments. We
identify two major noise contributions to the entropy
increase in our system. First, the electronic spin is
subject to remaining dephasing although we have im-
plemented decoherence protected quantum gates using
the dynamical decoupling pulses. At room tempera-
ture, even after correction by dynamical decoupling
pulses, the coherence time for the electronic spin is
still limited to be well below 1ms. For instance, in
the supplementary Fig. 1(b), we show the detected co-
herence decay of the electronic spin after application
of the Hahn spin echo, with the effect measured by
both the decay of the purity L and the increase of the
single-spin entropy S. The decay of the Bloch vec-
tor length can be fit by the Gaussian decay envelop
exp(−(τ/T2)

2), and this fitting gives an estimated
T2 ∼ 378µs. The operation time of the whole ex-
perimental sequence in our third experiment, is about
190µs. If we take the above estimated T2, the Bloch
length vector will drop by about 23.4% after the exper-
imental sequence. The second major noise contribu-
tion to our third experiment lies in the electronic spin
dephasing during the time gap between two adjacent
decoherence protected quantum gates. In our exper-
iment, each CNOT gate is implemented with combi-
nation of two decoherence-protected Toffoli gates, and
each Toffoli gate is coherence-protected by two sym-
metric dynamical decoupling pulses (see Fig. 4(a) of
the main text). The experimental microwave and RF
pulses for the Toffoli gates always have finite rising and
falling times, so there are small time gaps between two
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adjacent Toffoli gates, which are outside the coher-
ence protection by the dynamical decoupling pulses.
The decoherence rate for the unprotected time win-
dow should be estimated by 1/T ∗

2 , where T ∗
2 denotes

the free-induction decay time for the electronic spin
without the spin echo. The free induction decay time
T ∗

2 depends on the external magnetic filed and could
range from 1.7µs to 3.6µs as measured in Refs. [35,36].
For our experiment, we estimate T ∗

2 ∼ 2.5µs. The to-
tal time gaps t∆ between the adjacent Toffoli gates
in our whole experimental sequence adds up to about
1.2µs, and the dephasing during those unprotected
gaps will contribute another 20.6% decay of the Bloch
vector length through estimation by a similar Gaus-
sian decay envelop exp(−(t∆/T ∗

2 )2). As a result, the
estimated remaining length of the Bloch vector be-
comes (1 − 0.234) × (1 − 0.206) = 0.608, which would
correspond to an entropy of 0.72 (in contract to the
zero entropy in the ideal case). This value is close to
what we observed in the third experiment as shown
in Fig. 4(c) for the main text. For the initial state,
the system should be in a maximally mixed state and
have entropy S = 1. However, due to small imperfec-
tion in the experimental calibration and preparation,
we have a measured entropy about 0.90 in our exper-
iment (see Fig. 4(c), note that this corresponds to a
pretty high preparation fidelity about 98%). Combin-
ing the entropies estimated from the above analysis,
we have the entropy decrease ∆S = 0.90−0.72 = 0.18
for our third experiment, which roughly agrees with
what we observed experimentally.
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Fig. 5. Entropy variation under experimental noise. (a)
Variation of the entropy with the length of Bloch vector
which characterizes the purity of a quantum state. It is
given by a monotonic but nonlinear relation with the func-
tion y = 1 − [(1 + x)log2(1 + x) + (1 − x)log2(1 − x)]/2.
One can see that entropy increases quickly when the Bloch
vector length deviates from 1, explaining the sensitivity
of entropy under small noise compared with the state fi-
delity. (b) Decay of the length of Bloch vector under free
evolution with a Haho echo (dynamical decoupling) pulse
applied at the middle point of the evolution. The external
magnetic field is set at 340Gauss. The data can be fit
with a Gaussian envelop exp[(−τ/T2)2] with T2 ∼ 378µs.

E: Influence of imperfect initial state polar-
ization

In our experiment, we have used the same method
as in Refs. [33,37] to calibrate the fluorescence counts
for different spin states and to normalize our exper-

imental results. This is a widely used calibration
method in diamond NV center experiments which ef-
fectively subtracts the influence of the imperfection in
the initial state polarization. To see how it works, we
describe the electronic spin state with imperfect initial
polarization by the density operator

ρ = p0ρ0 + (1 − p0) I2/2, (2)

where ρ0 denotes the effective initial state (usually
pure), I2 is the 2 × 2 identity matrix, and p0 denotes
the polarization probability, which is typically about
84% for a diamond NV center at room temperature.[38]

Any operations on the state ρ leaves the second part
I2/2 unchanged, and this is even true for general non-
unitary operations. For the fluorescence count mea-
surements on the diamond NV center, we calibrate
the count contrast right after the state initialization
and defines the underlying state as |0〉 (|1〉) when the
count reaches the maximum (minimum).[33,37] For the
final state measurement, we use this calibrated count
contrast to measure the state fraction in |0〉 or |1〉
components. As the term (1 − p0) I2/2 in ρ has no
influence on the count contrast, it only contributes a
background noise and we effectively subtract the in-
fluence of this term from both the initial and the final
states.

As we have subtracted the same identity term
in the initial and the final state by this normaliza-
tion method, the observation of an entropy decrease
(or increase) should be independent of this back-
ground noise subtraction. Note that the second term
(1 − p0) I2/2 has zero contribution to the length of the
Bloch vector, and the normalization factor p0 in the
first term p0ρ0 reduces the Bloch vector length L for
the initial and the final states by the same ratio, so it
will not change its direction of variation. As the en-
tropy monotonically depends on the state purity, its
decrease (or increase) does not depend on this noise
subtraction, although its exact value will indeed be
changed a bit. We can estimate how much entropy
decreases for our system if we do not perform this
noise subtraction. Let us take the third experiment as
an example as it has the largest contribution by noise.
With the background noise subtraction, we have ob-
served an initial entropy about 0.88 and a final entropy
about 0.76, which corresponds to an initial Bloch vec-
tor length L0 = 0.40 and the final Lf = 0.56. Now
without background noise subtraction, we should have
L′

0 = p0L0 and L′
f = p0Lf by taking p0 with its typ-

ical value 0.84. The corresponding entropies for the
initial and the final states are given respectively by
0.92 and 0.83, so we still have an observed entropy
decrease about 0.09 bit for this experiment by taking
into account the contribution of the imperfect initial
state polarization.
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